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QUIZ 56 Alphabet Questions
History & Geography
1

A city in the southeast of France. A coconut flavoured biscuit.

2

A type of knitting stitch. A large area of flat land with few trees.

3

Australian term for unwell. A bend at the elbow in a person's arm.

4

A British Ford motor car. A light breeze.
Science & Nature

5

A domesticated animal. To follow closely or persistently.

6

A type of tree with hard pale wood. The residue left after a fire.

7

The coat of a sheep. To defraud someone of money or property.

8

A domestic cat with a striped or mottled coat. A building material
made with shells, lime, sand and water.
Language & Literature

9

A lightweight handheld collapsible canopy. A type of insurance policy.

10

To put up with or tolerate. A small stream.

11

The upper part of a boot or shoe. A woman who uses sexual
attraction to exploit men.
Mathematics

12

A pointed post which is driven into the ground. A sum of money
gambled in a game or venture.

13

A long-winged bird of prey with a forked tail. A bank cheque
fraudulently altered to show a larger amount. [Bonus – how]

14

A leg in cricket. A type of multiplication.
Sport

15

Part of the head of a golf club nearest the shaft. A dishonourable
man.

16

A horse's gait between a trot and a canter. A framework for holding
or storing things.

17

Part of a referee’s equipment. Can be associated with a wolf.
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Music
18

The seventh day after a church festival day. A series of eight musical
notes.

19

A square dance usually performed by four couples. A card game
played by four players with a deck of 40 cards.

20

An improvised performance by a group of musicians. Squeeze or
pack tightly into a space.
Art & Entertainment

21

The Japanese name for the Play Station game 'Devil Dice'. The
fourteenth letter of the Greek alphabet.

22

A religious painting, usually on wood. A symbol.

23

The female reproductive cell in animals. Urge or encourage someone
to do something foolish or risky.
Food & Drink

24

A heavy club with a metal head and spikes. The spice made from the
fleshy covering of the nutmeg seed.

25

Give way under pressure. Produce an agricultural product.

26

Eat frequent snacks or irregular meals. A superficial skin injury.
Listen Carefully & THINK!

27

You've seen a map of Italy. In which direction does the toe of the
boot face?

28

Should you say ‘Darby’ is the county town of Derbyshire? Or should
you say ’Derrby’ is the County town of Derbyshire?

29

A blind beggar had a brother who died. What relation was the blind
beggar to the brother who died? (Brother is not the answer).

30

Is noon AM or PM?

31

Exactly how many slices of 1.5 cm each can you cut from a whole
bread loaf which is 22.5 cm long?

32

What do people in the Himalayas use to cook their food on?
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Authors
A bit of fun. Suggest authors for the following books.
eg “Primitive Transport” by Orson Cart
33

The Music of Bach

34

Big White Bird

35

The Singer

36

The Blessing
What To Say…
Who me? I just wander from room to room.
At least I have a positive attitude about my destructive habits.
You are validating my inherent mistrust of strangers.
I see you've set aside this special time to humiliate yourself in public.
Someday, we'll look back on this, laugh nervously and change the subject.
In addition…
What treatment would you seek if you were addicted to therapy?
If the universe is everything, and scientists say that the universe is expanding, what do you
think it is expanding into?
What to do if an endangered animal eats endangered plants?
If you were a geometric shape, what would you like to be?
If we say, we are here to help others, what are the others here for?
Don’t you think, the term, ‘free gift’ consists of a redundant usage of words?
Would you believe in a liar who admits he is one?
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1

Quiz 56 – Name the Brand & Item [where appropriate]
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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QUIZ 56 Alphabet Answer Sheet
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
Team Name
Brands
1

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5
History & Geography
1
2
3
4
Science & Nature
5
6
7
8
Language & Literature
9
10
11
Mathematics
12
13
14
Sport
15
16
17
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Music
18
19
20
Art & Entertainment
21
22
23
Food & Drink
24
25
26
Listen Carefully & THINK!
27
28
29
30
31
32
Authors
eg “Primitive Transport” by Orson Cart
33

“The Music of Bach” by

34

“Big White Bird” by

35

“The Singer” by

36

“The Blessing” by
What To Say…
Who me? I just wander from room to room.
At least I have a positive attitude about my destructive habits.
You are validating my inherent mistrust of strangers.
I see you've set aside this special time to humiliate yourself in public.
Someday, we'll look back on this, laugh nervously and change the subject.
In addition…
What treatment would you seek if you were addicted to therapy?
If the universe is everything, and scientists say that the universe is expanding, what do you think it
is expanding into?
What to do if an endangered animal eats endangered plants?
If you were a geometric shape, what would you like to be?
If we say, we are here to help others, what are the others here for?
Don’t you think, the term, ‘free gift’ consists of a redundant usage of words?
Would you believe in a liar who admits he is one?
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